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Okay, so some Jackass had all this shit about how much
DMB sucked. Now we ALL know DMB sucks. Even people
who DO NOT listen to their music say, "Wow, they ARE
really talented." And there are reasons for people
going crazy to their music...they are awesome. AND
ANOTHER THING!! -DMB has the most concert sales
every year over every other artist (and it has been this
way for at least five years) [this kid said something
about Pearl Jam being better].....well my question is
where the HELL is Pearl Jam now? I don't see them
selling out EVERY concert they play over three months
(which is probably 5 a week)!! That's a damn lot!!

I'd also like to mention I'm not even 15 yet and I've
been to 14 DMB, Dave Matthews/Tim Reynolds, and
Dave & Friends concerts - Which proves how amazing
DMB and Dave Matthews is. 

Okay and another thing... His music is AMAZING. It is so
inspirational. The lyrics are amazing, the music is
awesome. They are 6 wicked talented men. They've
been around for over 10 years now. 

WHEN THEY WERE FIRST A BAND THEY DID NOT
REALEASE A CD AND EVERYONE, repeat - EVERYONE,
KNEW THEIR LYRICS. 

WHAT NOW?! HUH!?

They are the only band, other than Simon and
Garfunkel to hold a concert in New York City's Central
Park

The Fan base for DMB is amazing. You can go to the
concert venue at 12 PM and party 'til 12AM when the
concert is over. I don't know of too many other bands
that people do that too. Not only this, the fans range
from 10 years to 70 years old (at least from what I see
at concerts)

Oh yeah... and DAVE (and DMB) is not gay. He has a
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wife and two kids

So fuck that!

**To all people and DMB fans - Everyone likes DMB,
don't kid yourselves!!**

Thank you...and enjoy
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